Reverse transcription PCR-based sequence analysis of hepatitis C virus replicon RNA.
Since the advent of efficient cell-culture methods for HCV replication and, more recently, infection, there has been a need to efficiently sequence the viral RNA in these systems. This need is especially urgent in light of the error-prone nature of HCV RNA replication, which leads to a variety of interesting mutations. The adaptation of hepatitis C replicons to cell culture, which greatly increased their replication capacity, and the subsequent identification of viral point mutations responsible for this adaptation are prime examples of the type of phenotype-genotype connection that viral RNA sequencing methods can provide. More recently, researchers have used similar sequencing methods to identify changes in replicons that represent viral adaptation to engineered mutations, adaptation to a variety of host cells, and viral evasion of antiviral compound susceptibility. Here, we describe the cloning and isolation of HCV replicon-bearing cells, the extraction of total RNA, the generation of cDNA, and the amplification of specific HCV replicon sequences for sequence analysis. The methods we describe permit rapid and robust determination of HCV RNA sequences from cell culture.